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Abstract
Our overall objective is to translate
a domain-specific document in a for-
eign language (in this case, Chinese) to
English. Using automatically induced
domain-specific, comparable documents
and language-independent clustering, we
apply domain-tuning techniques to a bilin-
gual lexicon for downstream translation
of the input document to English. We will
describe our domain-tuning technique and
demonstrate its effectiveness by compar-
ing our results to manually constructed
domain-specific vocabulary. Our cover-
age/accuracy experiments indicate that
domain-tuned lexicons achieve 88% pre-
cision and 66% recall. We also ran a Bleu
experiment to compare our domain-tuned
version to its un-tuned counterpart in an
IBM-style MT system. Our domain-tuned
lexicons brought about an improvement
in the Bleu scores: 9.4% higher than a
system trained on a uniformly-weighted
dictionary and 275% higher than a system
trained on no dictionary at all.
1 Introduction
Knowledge of domain-specific vocabulary—a set
of words or terms from a document that indicate
the topic or primary content of the text—is nec-
essary for many NLP tasks. In monolingual pro-
cessing, domain specificity is a key issue in the
retrieval of relevant documents from large docu-
ment collections: the degree of domain specificity
impacts the accuracy of text classification (Saku-
rai, 1999). In multilingual processing, appropriate
translation choices cannot be made without knowl-
edge of domain-specific meaning distinctions (Ah-
mad, 1995).
To address this need, several researchers have ap-
plied domain-tuning procedures to bilingual lexi-
cons. However, those who have investigated tech-
niques for automatic acquisition of bilingual terms
do not distinguish between domain-specific and gen-
eral terms, thus reporting relatively low accuracy for
extraction of domain-specific terminology: 40% in
(Dagan and Church, 1994), 70% in (Daille, 1994),
and 73% in (Smadja et al., 1996). More recently,
researchers have developed approaches that achieve
higher accuracy—but these rely heavily on the pre-
existence of large domain-specific resources such
as sentence-aligned parallel corpora (Resnik and
Melamed, 1997; Melamed, 1997), hierarchically
organized thesauri (Hulth et al., 2001), and pre-
established domain tags (Chang et al., 2002). These
resources are generally difficult to construct for a
given language pair in a particular domain.
In this paper, we investigate the effectiveness of
a new approach to automatic domain-tuning of lex-
icons for translation a foreign-language (FL) docu-
ment. We do not presuppose the existence of large
domain-specific resources, but instead require only:
(1) the FL input document; (2) a general bilingual
lexicon; and (3) a general-purpose clustering algo-
rithm. Although we are currently investigating the
Chinese-English language pair, we expect the tech-
niques described herein to be applicable to other lan-
guage pairs (and other domains), provided there ex-
Figure 1: Overall Domain-Tuning Design
ists a general bilingual dictionary for those pairs.
Figure 1 illustrates the overall design of our al-
ternative approach. Our three implemented compo-
nents are indicated as heavy borders. We borrow
language-independent clustering software (LaTaT)
to produce word clusters for the two languages (Pan-
tel and Lin, 2002).1 We also assume the existence
of an IR system to produce the comparable, domain-
specific documents from a set of automatically-
extracted query terms.
The entire process consists of two phases. The
first (roughly the top half of Figure 1) builds the
resources necessary for the domain-tuning process.
This phase includes work that is closely related
to research in cross-language information retrieval
(Davis and Dunning, 1995), (Oard, 1997). We start
with a FL input document for which we desire a
translation. From this, we produce a set of domain-
specific query terms for the foreign language us-
ing standard tf.idf techniques.2 These query terms
(along with the bilingual lexicon and general clus-
ters) are fed into the process that produces the En-
glish domain-specific query terms. The foreign-
language and English terms serve as input to infor-
1The corpus used in the Chinese clustering was 800MB of
Chinese novels from a web site (www.mypcera.com). The En-
glish clusters were created using the AQUAINT corpus from the
TREC QA track in 2002, which contains 3GB of newspaper text.
The English clustering includes 2243 clusters. The Chinese ver-
sion includes 1316 clusters. A specific word may be a mem-
ber of more than one cluster. The Chinese clusters were created
without parsing; the English ones used parsing. However, an
experiment run by Dekang Lin (pc.) indicates that parsing has
a very small, insignificant impact on the effectiveness of word-
similarity determination for clustering.
2An evaluation of the domain-specific effectiveness of our
automatically extracted query terms is reported elsewhere—we
omit the citation here to preserve anonymity. For a general de-
scription of the well-known tf.idf technique, see (Manning and
Schütze, 1999).
mation retrieval, which must produce comparable,
domain-specific documents in each language.
The second phase (roughly the bottom half of Fig-
ure 1) transforms the general bilingual lexicon into a
domain-tuned lexicon (DTL) for translatingthe input
document. This phase is also closely related to re-
search in cross-language information retrieval, most
notably, in its use of techniques that are analogous
to query expansion (Ballesteros and Croft, 1997) for
handling words that are not found in the comparable-
document set.
While our ultimate goal is to translate a document
from a foreign language (currently Chinese) into En-
glish, the emphasis of this paper is on the domain-
tuning component—the second phase—of the over-
all process. We will describe and evaluate our ap-
proach to domain-tuning of a bilingual lexicon. The
next section describes the algorithm (and its vari-
ants). After this, we demonstrate the effectiveness of
our approach by comparing our results to manually
constructed domain-specific vocabulary. Finally, we
use Bleu to compare our domain-tuned version to its
un-tuned counterpart in an IBM-style MT system.
2 Domain-Tuning Algorithm
Our domain-tuning algorithm (and its extensions)
rely on the pre-existence of the following resources:
1. A bilingual lexicon for   (the foreign language) and
  (English): Each word in   is listed with one or
more translations in    .
2. A set of word clusters in each of the two languages.
3. A set of comparable, domain-specific documents in
both languages.
As mentioned above, the clusters are produced by a
general, language-independent clustering algorithm.
The comparable, domain-specific documents are ex-
pected to be automatically induced by applying
information-retrieval techniques to the input docu-
ment. As a stand-in for the unincorporated IR com-
ponent, we use a human-verified set of comparable,
domain-specific documents in the two languages.3
We now give a formal description of the Domain
Tuning Algorithm (DTA).
3We used 528 English documents and 352 Chinese docu-
ments from the domain of interest. Unfortunately, because there
were no links between documents in this comparable corpus, we
treated the document set in each language as one large document
and assumed each one was comparable to the other. In this case,
every word in one language is assumed to be in a comparable
document with each and every word in the other language. We
expect better performance with smaller, individually compara-
ble documents, perhaps extracted using web-mining tools such
as STRAND (Resnik, 1999).







Chinese and English words, respectively. The fol-
lowing predicates/functions are used to describe the
algorithm in Figure 2:
1. 	 "!#%$'&()+* : TRUE if $ and %) are in com-
parable documents (i.e. if there is at least one Chinese
document ,.- and English document ,0/ such that ,.-
contains $ , , / contains %) , and , - and , / are com-
parable to each other); FALSE otherwise.
2. 123 2!#	$4&()
* : TRUE if 	$ and ) are in the same
cluster, FALSE otherwise.
3. 576!#$4&()+* : Indicates the confidence of 	$ and %) as
translational equivalents in a particular domain. Ini-
tially, all confidence values are set to 0.
For each Chinese word  in the bilingual lexicon
Let 8:9<;	  &(  &===&'2>? , i.e., the translations of 
For each 	$A@38








Case 3: Neither case 1 nor case 2 applies.
Set 576!#2&C $ *D9FS .
Figure 2: Domain Tuning Algorithm (DTA)
For each word in T  (henceforth, Chinese) the al-
gorithm attempts to assign a confidence value to
each translation in TJU (henceforth, English) using
the comparable-document set and word clusters. The
confidence value assigned by the algorithm depends
primarily on the occurrence of a word and its trans-
lation in the set of comparable documents. Thus, the
algorithm relies most heavily on the comparability of
a Chinese term and its English translation—butsome
weight is also given for comparability between terms
that appear in the same cluster. While assigning the
confidence values, each step is taken to be applica-
ble or not applicable. If it is applicable, no account
is taken of the number of documents to which it ap-
plies.
The final step is to normalize the confidence val-
ues assigned by the algorithm. For this purpose, the
confidence values are mapped to a weight between 0
and 1 such that the sum of the weights for all English
translations of a Chinese word is equal to 1.
2.2 Extensions
The domain-tuning algorithm outlined in Figure 2
has certain deficiencies. In this section, we examine
issues concerning the handling of: (1) Multi-word
(phrasal) translations; (2) Missing words; and (3)
Stopwords.
2.2.1 Multi-Word Translations
The most critical issue regarding the algorithm is
its inability to reliably assign confidence values to
multiple word (or phrasal) translations. The com-
parable documents are indexed on single words;
thus, if a Chinese word

has a phrasal translationVW U %7X , that translation will not be found in the
English document (which means Case 1 fails). Even
when a multi-word translation occurs in the compa-
rable documents, it is ranked lower than a single-
word translation that occurs in the comparable doc-
uments. This means that the highest possible rank of
a multi-word English translation is given only when
the multi-word translation is in a cluster with another
(non-phrasal) word that appears in the comparable
documents—case 2 of the algorithm above. An in-
formal inspection of the comparable documents re-
veals an abundance of multi-word translations rele-
vant to the domain, e.g., nuclear bomb or chemical
treaty.4
To overcome this, we implemented a sub-phrase
matching mechanism which assigns a confidence
value to a multi-word translation




1. For each English word  $ in the multi-word translation,
assign a confidencevalue to !#	&P2$B* using the algorithm
in Figure 2.
2. Take the average of all 576!#2&C2$4* ’s to assign an over-
all confidence value to the translation YZ % D==	=( >[ .
In our evaluation, we examined variants of our al-
gorithm where sub-phrase matching is turned on and
turned off. If the sub-phrase matching is turned off,
all multi-word translations are treated as if they were
single words.
2.2.2 Missing Words
Because our comparable-document set is not
likely to include every relevant Chinese and English
word in our bilingual lexicon, we are faced with
the standard “word not found” problem raised fre-
quently in the cross-language information retrieval
community. Our solution is to use a technique
we call translational expansion—analogous to the
query expansion used in cross-language information
retrieval (Ballesteros and Croft, 1997). We imple-
ment this as a second pass over the lexicon, whereby
we find relevant entries that were missed during the
4Our test domain was nuclear-biological-chemical weapons.
“first-pass domain-tuning.” The general idea is to
find the highest rank assigned to each translation and
use that rank for other occurrences of the translation
in the lexicon—even if that translation is associated
with a Chinese-English pair that does not occur in
the comparable documents.
There are two different approaches to this transla-
tional expansion:
1. Expand Zero Score Translations (ExpZero): Apply
expansiononly to translations that were assigneda zero
score in the first pass.
2. Expand All Translations (ExpAll): Apply expansion
to all translations processed in the first pass.
Expansion is designed to assign the highest possi-
ble rank associated with a translation to every occur-
rence of that translation. We apply expansion prior to
normalization of the confidence scores to avoid spu-
rious effects of other ranked translations on an indi-
vidual score. If the sub-phrase matching is turned




for each individual word in
a particular multi-word translation
VW U X , the
highest first-pass score associated with each
 
is
used to compute the average of all
  %  	
’s.
2.2.3 Stopwords
Since the objective of the domain-tuning algo-
rithm is to identify the words that are specific to the
given domain, it is worthwhile to test out a variant
of the algorithm where stopwords are ignored in the
dictionary for the purpose of ranking. In our evalu-
ations, we examine the impact of inclusion or exclu-
sion of the stopwords during the lexicon generation.
3 Experimental Set-Up
We generated 12 different DTLs. For each one,
we changed three parameters of the algorithm: sub-
phrase matching or not, inclusion of stopwords or
not, and translational expansion (one of two differ-
ent variants) or not. Table 1 lists the settings for all
12 lexicons, DTL 1 through DTL 12.
Each entry in the lexicon consists of a Chinese
word and its translations, where each translation is
accompanied by a confidence value. The percentage
of the Chinese words with at least one non-zero score
translation is nearly 10% for all lexicons, among
200K Chinese words or phrases. Figure 3 shows a
sample entry for the first 6 DTLs to illustrate the for-
mat of the lexicons.
Lexicon Include Sub-phrase Translational
Stopwords Matching Expansion
DTL 1 No No None
DTL 2 No No ExpZero
DTL 3 No No ExpAll
DTL 4 No Yes None
DTL 5 No Yes ExpZero
DTL 6 No Yes ExpAll
DTL 7 Yes No None
DTL 8 Yes No ExpZero
DTL 9 Yes No ExpAll
DTL 10 Yes Yes None
DTL 11 Yes Yes ExpZero
DTL 12 Yes Yes ExpAll
Table 1: Settings for 12 DTLs
DTL 1: [ethanol:0.00] [ethyl alcohol:0.00]
DTL 2: [ethanol:1.00] [ethyl alcohol:0.00]
DTL 3: [ethanol:1.00] [ethyl alcohol:0.00]
DTL 4: [ethanol:0.00] [ethyl alcohol:0.00]
DTL 5: [ethanol:0.50] [ethyl alcohol:0.50]
DTL 6: [ethanol:0.50] [ethyl alcohol:0.50]
Figure 3: A Sample Entry from 6 DTLs
4 Experiments and Results
For measuring the effectiveness of our domain-
tuning algorithm, we conducted two different ex-
periments: (1) We compared the coverage and ac-
curacy of our DTLs against a gold-standard—using
standard information-retrieval metrics (e.g., recall
and precision); (2) We compared the result of our
lexicon-enhanced MT model against un-tuned ver-
sions in an IBM-style MT system—using Bleu (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002).
4.1 Evaluation of Lexicon Coverage and
Accuracy
In the first experiment, our purpose was to observe
the quality of the generated lexicons by compar-
ing some subset of them against a human-produced
ground truth. All experiments were done using our
domain-tuned Chinese-English lexicons. The same
comparison may be applied to any FL-English pair,
without having any knowledge of the foreign lan-
guage.
4.1.1 The Gold Standard
The gold standard is a subset of the lexicon where
each entry was human-judged for relevance to the
domain. An English translation of a Chinese word
is annotated positive (+) if it is one of the most pos-
sible translations of that word in the given domain.
Otherwise, it is a negative (-) instance. For the ex-
periments, we take the corresponding set of words
from the DTL and compare them, pairwise, against
the gold standard.
We generated two different ground-truth sets by
two human subjects. The subjects were native En-
glish speakers and the task was to identify whether a
translation was a positive or negative instance among
2244 English translations.5 The 2244 English trans-
lations were extracted from Chinese-English entries
containing at least one English translation known to
be relevant to the domain.6 We generated the union
of these two ground-truth sets as follows:7
1. If both annotators assign positive to an English transla-
tion, the resulting annotation is positive.
2. Otherwise, if either annotator assigns maybe to an En-
glish translation, the resulting annotation is maybe.
3. Otherwise, the resulting annotation is negative.
Ground Ground Union
Truth-1 Truth-2
Positive 313 273 402
Negative 1690 1853 1578
Maybe 241 118 264
Total 2244 2244 2244
Table 2: Number of Instances in Ground-Truth Sets
The number of positive, negative, and maybe in-
stances their union is given in Table 2. The agree-
ment ratio between the two annotators using pairwise
comparison is:
1. 79.77%, if the agreement is on an exact match of la-
bels (Positive-positive, negative-negative, and maybe-
maybe).
2. 93.27%, if maybe is a dummy label (which matches
positive or negative).
4.1.2 Evaluation Metrics
We evaluated accuracy and coverage using pre-
cision, recall, the averaged precision and recall (f-
measure)8, and “correctness.” Precision is the ra-
tio of the number of correctly identified positive in-
stances to the number of all instances identified. Re-
call is the ratio of the number of positive instances
identified correctly to the number of positive in-
stances in the ground truth. Correctness takes into
account negative instances, i.e., it is the ratio of the
5Subjects were allowed to mark the translations as maybe
when they are not sure about the label.
6The relevant English translations were manually generated
independently by a different native English domain expert.
7This version of ground truth is intended to be an approxi-
mation to post-annotation inter-annotator discussion, which tra-
ditionally results in agreement.
8The f-measure =   /P- $#$	 >  
 /P- /P- $#$ > 
 /P- .
Threshold Precision Recall F-Measure Correct
Variable 80.00 48.35 60.27 48.21
0.1 82.88 50.55 62.80 51.34
0.2 86.84 36.26 51.16 43.75
0.3 87.27 26.37 40.51 37.05
0.4 85.00 18.68 30.63 31.25
0.5 88.89 17.58 29.36 31.25
Table 3: Evaluation Results for Different Thresholds
for DTL 1
number of correctly identified positive and negative
instances to the total number of instances identified.
4.1.3 Results of Coverage/Accuracy Evaluation
To compare the DTLs to the ground-truth set, we
need to transform confidence values into a measure
that reflects the notion of positivity/negativity. The
simplest way to do this is to use a threshold for con-
fidence values, whereby all translations with a con-
fidence value higher than the threshold are taken as
positive instances. In our experiments, we demon-
strate the impact of different algorithmic variants by
presenting different threshold values and measuring
the quality of the lexicons using the metrics. In ad-
dition to fixed threshold values (0.1, 0.5, etc.), we
also apply a variable threshold value for each word
depending on the number of translations associated




is the number of translations of the word
evaluated. This will be shown as Variable in our re-
sult tables.
We compared all the entries in the termlist con-
structed by the domain expert, using the correspond-
ing part of the lexicon. The translations that were
marked as maybe in the ground-truth set were as-
sumed to be positive for the evaluation results pre-
sented below. For all the results, we include multi-
word translations in the calculation of precision, re-
call, f-measure and the correctness.
To illustrate the effect of different thresholds, we
present the precision, recall, f-measure and correct-
ness values using different thresholds for only DTL
1 in Table 3. All other DTLs exhibit similar behav-
ior: f-measure and correctness results begin to drop
drastically for thresholds greater than 0.1. Thus, in
the remainder of this paper, we will use only the vari-
able and fixed (0.1) thresholds.
Table 4 presents the results for all 12 DTLs. The
ones in boldface are the best for the given set-
tings. For the variable threshold, the precision is
between 80% and 85.48% and DTL 5 (with sub-
phrase matching and translational expansion) gives
the best results; recall is in the range of 48.35%–
63.19%. DTL 11—which incorporates sub-phrase
matching, translational expansion, and stopwords—
scored highest for f-measure and correctness.
Surprisingly, the inclusion of stopwords in the lex-
icon generation does not degrade the results: in some
cases, there is a slight increase; in others, a slight
decrease. With a fixed threshold of 0.1, the results
for precision, recall and f-measure increase by 2–
3%. The best precision (87.88% for DTL 12), re-
call (66.48% for DTL 6), and f-measure (75% for
DTL 11) are achieved when sub-phrase matching
and translational expansion are used. The correct-
ness increases up to 8% (DTL 12). Overall, the
results indicate that DTLs provide the information
necessary to distinguish domain-specific vocabulary
from other words.
4.2 Machine Translation Evaluation
We incorporated the DTLs into an IBM-style statis-
tical machine translation framework (Brown et al.,
1990); we then evaluated the results using Bleu.
4.2.1 MT System
A statistical MT system has 3 basic components, a
language model, a translation model, and a decoder.
The language model is a monolingual component
that characterizes only the target language. Our lan-
guage model is trained on the (parallel) Hong Kong
News9 using the CMU-Cambridge Toolkit (Clarkson
and Rosenfeld, 1997). The translation model, which
bridges the source and target languages, is trained
by GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2000) on different DTLs.
Since GIZA++ cannot accommodate a DTL directly,
we designed a mechanism to incorporate each DTL
into the translation model. The decoder generates
and ranks translation candidates using the language
and translation models; we used the ReWrite decoder
by ISI (Marcu and Germann, 2001).
We translated 155 lines of a domain-specific in-
put document which we refer to as the “Chem
Treaty.” All the modules were identical across all
experiments, with the exception of the translation
model, which was trained by incorporating informa-
tion from each of the DTLs in independent experi-
ments, as explained in the following section. We per-
formed a Bleu evaluation (Papineni et al., 2002) us-
ing the NIST MT Evaluation Toolkit (Doddington,
9Available from LDC at http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/.
2002).10
4.2.2 Incorporation of DTLs into the
Translation Model
Our approach to incorporating DTLs into the
translation model is to append 0 or more copies of
each lexicon pair to the training data. The number
of copies inserted for each pair is an indication of
the importance of that translation pair to the domain,
i.e., a high confidence value for a pair dictates a high
number of appended copies of the pair. We picked
a fixed number of entries,   , to be appended to the
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 U ) 4 times to the training data. We per-
formed another set of experiments where we accom-
modated translations with zero weight: (1) If all
translations of a Chinese word are zero-weighted,
each one is added   	
 times, where 
 is the num-
ber of translations for that word; (2) If only some
of the entries are zero-weighted, each zero-weighted
entry is added once to the training data and the re-
maining translations are distributedproportionally to
their confidence values. In the example above, this
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) 1 time, (
 U ,   ) 5 times, and (  U ,   ) 5 times to
the training data. In the experiments reported below,
we used   	 . Once the initial set of experiments
were completed, we experimented with different  
values to investigate its impact.
4.2.3 Results of MT Evaluation
Table 5 presents the Bleu scores for our 12 DTLs,
using training data both with and without zero-
weighted entries. From these results, we see that in-
cluding zero-weighted entries improves the scores
nearly 100% when stopwords are ignored; the dif-
ference is smaller when stopwords are used. We also
see that either kind of expansion improves the scores
by 5–17% when stopwords are not used (DTL’s
2,3,5,6). Finally, the inclusion of stopwords (the last
6 DTL’s) leads to an improvement of up to 100%
10Because of there is only 1 reference translation per sentence
(for a total of 155), the scores are lower than would be the case
if we had multiple translations of each sentence, as has been ac-
knowledgedpreviously (Doddington, 2002). However, the Bleu
score indication of relative effectiveness of different systems;
thus, we are interested not in the magnitude of the scores, but
in their relative values.
Lexicon Precision Recall F-Measure Correctness
Var. T=0.1 Var. T=0.1 Var. T=0.1 Var. T=0.1
DTL 1 80.00 82.88 48.35 50.55 60.27 62.80 48.21 51.34
DTL 2 81.36 84.03 52.75 54.95 64.00 66.45 51.79 54.91
DTL 3 81.36 84.03 52.75 54.95 64.00 66.45 51.79 54.91
DTL 4 83.93 82.95 51.65 58.79 63.95 68.81 52.68 56.70
DTL 5 85.48 84.51 58.24 65.93 69.28 74.07 58.04 62.50
DTL 6 84.92 85.82 58.79 66.48 69.48 74.92 58.04 63.84
DTL 7 80.73 82.14 48.35 50.55 60.48 62.59 48.66 50.89
DTL 8 82.05 83.33 52.75 54.95 64.21 66.23 52.23 54.46
DTL 9 82.05 83.33 52.75 54.95 64.21 66.23 52.23 54.46
DTL 10 83.06 85.60 56.59 58.79 67.32 69.71 55.36 58.48
DTL 11 84.56 86.96 63.19 65.93 72.33 75.00 60.71 64.29
DTL 12 84.75 87.88 54.95 63.74 66.67 73.89 55.36 63.39
Table 4: Coverage/Accuracy Evaluation with Variable Threshold (Var.) and Fixed Threshold (T=0.1)
and sub-phrase matching with stopwords (DTL’s
10,11,12) seems to improve performance 7–24%.
Bleu
Lexicon Excl 0’s Incl 0’s
DTL 1 0.0266 0.0576
DTL 2 0.0280 0.0594
DTL 3 0.0279 0.0598
DTL 4 0.0254 0.0570
DTL 5 0.0296 0.0556
DTL 6 0.0298 0.0575
DTL 7 0.0476 0.0596
DTL 8 0.0490 0.0615
DTL 9 0.0491 0.0602
DTL 10 0.0592 0.0589
DTL 11 0.0525 0.0580
DTL 12 0.0550 0.0581
Table 5: MT Evaluation Results Using DTLs
Lexicon Training Data Bleu
No Dict HKN 0.0223
No Dict HKN & Chem Treaty 0.1609
Uniform Weight HKN 0.0562
Uniform Weight HKN & Chem Treaty 0.1508
Table 6: Evaluation Results Without Using DTLs
For comparison, we trained the un-tuned IBM-
style system using different dictionary inputs (no
dictionary vs. uniformly weighted dictionary) and
training data (Hong Kong News (HKN) vs. HKN
supplemented with a non-test portion of “Chem
Treaty”). The results are shown in Table 6. Without
training on “Chem Treaty”, our best system (DTL 8)
outperforms the un-tuned version by 275% (with no
dictionary) or 9.4% (with uniform-weighted dictio-
nary). On the other hand, the un-tuned MT model
trained on “Chem Treaty” outperforms our model by
261%. Even if we train on “Chem Treaty” in our own
model, our best DTL score 0.1581 (not shown in the
tables above)—not significantly different from that
of the un-tuned variants.
We conclude that—given a foreign-language doc-
ument to translate—if the translations already ex-
ist for a portion of that document, these should be
used for training rather than expending resources on
domain-tuning. However, it is unrealistic to expect
that a portion of an input document will already be
translated.11 Thus, the DTL approach is an impor-
tant step toward the successful translation of domain-
specific documents in the face of limited resources.
We also examined the impact of choosingdifferent
values of   , the number of copies of each domain-
tuned entry appended to the training data. With   	 
the ‘Excl 0’ version of DTL 6 increased from
0.0298 to 0.0329—a significant improvement; but
the ‘Incl 0’ counterpart decreased from 0.0575 to
0.0525. In general, when we increased the value of
  to 100 for all of our DTLs, the top-performing
ones were still lower than those with     .12
5 Conclusions and Future Work
The aim of this project is produce automatic domain-
tuning techniques for translating a domain-specific
document. We have demonstrated the effectiveness
of our DTLs by showing a high degree of recall
and precision with respect to a human-produced gold
standard. Our Bleu experiments indicate a signifi-
cant improvement when measured against systems
using a uniformly-weighted dictionary or no dictio-
nary at all. In summary, our approach has proven
superior when adequate training data does not ex-
ist (e.g., input-document translations)—which is the
11In fact, it would have to be a very significant portion of the
input document in order to be useful. (The test/training split is
generally 1 to 3.)
12It is possible that there is more noise than signal when we
combine the addition of 100 entries with the inclusion of 0-
weighted entries.
most likely scenario for any given domain and lan-
guage pair.
In the experiments, we viewed our comparable
corpora as one large document for each of the two
languages. The implication is that each FL word has
as many translationsas the number of unique English
words in the comparable document—an overgener-
alization that may lead to a high degree of noise in
our final results. If we were to use multiple (smaller)
comparable documents, the number of translation
pairs would be significantly reduced, potentially im-
proving the performance of our algorithm. A future
area of research is the incorporation of alternative
tools for building domain-specific comparable cor-
pora using tools, e.g., STRAND (Resnik, 1999).13
Two other areas worthy of investigation are: (1)
examining the impact of clustering on domain-
tuning, e.g., whether there is a difference between
general-purpose clustering and domain-specific
clustering; (2) experimenting with new methods for
assigning confidence values to our lexical entries,
e.g., using the tf.idf technique once we add multi-
document comparable corpora to our system—or at
least testing out confidence values other than 1 or 2
for the single-document case.
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